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Don and Teresa Lulay’s 1941 Willys – Perfection
WHEN NOTHING BUT THE BEST WILL DO

Digest Contributor: George Chopek Published on: December 12, 2013.

If Willys wanted to make a new car today, they just might want to talk to Don and Teresa Lulay

of Salem, Oregon.  Why you ask? Because, with the expertise of Vanderbeck Race Cars and

the vision of Don Lulay, and a little over 6000 man hours, a masterpiece has come to life, a one

of a kind machine that blends the timeless style of a Willys with the modern technology of the
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21st Century.  The result…PERFECTION!

The idea of building a Willys didn’t just “pop” into Don’s head. A gear head from

birth, Don has a stable of super high

class rides. But, there was

something missing from the barn.

What was missing? That one-of-

kinder we all dream of. Either by

coincidence or destiny, that missing piece was about to be found and a project of epic

proportions was about to happen.

One of Carey Vanderbeck’s (Vanderbeck Race Cars) customers had ordered two Willys; one

to be a 1/4 mile drag car and the other to be a Street Rod.  They built the drag car but the Street

Rod project “lost some steam”.  Carey knew Don was looking for another project and told him

about this roller Street Rod. It didn’t take much of a sales pitch for Don and Teresa and the

game was on. Now all that was needed was a plan!

The Lulay’s wanted a ride that would match the equivalent of walking into a Chrysler dealership

and ordering a 41 Willys Custom Street Rod with all the features of a modern car (with a few

“custom” dealer additions of course).   “You don’t need a TV show to build a cool car” said Don. 

He wanted to prove he could use all of his friends and contacts locally. This machine would be

“Made in Oregon”.  And, as usual, the ideas in Don’s head began on a napkin rendering.  Some

say “if you make it, they will come.” Don motto: “If I draw it, it will become”.

The vision started with modern big wheels and short tires stuffed in the fenders with a mean low

stance. Don wanted the car to sit just right but still be derivable. There could be no compromise;

it had to drive as good as it looked.  So, Don and the team searched until they found the right

proportioned wheels and tires  and then fitted them to the roller. They played with the height until

the stance was right where it needed to be.  From there, it was time to begin the body mods.
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Don and Carey’s theme for the unseen detail was… “if it gets upside down in a ditch, it’s got to

look just as nice as the top side”.  Carey spent countless hours massaging every part of the

body.  That “body massaging” included: remolding the front fenders to fit the Mini Cooper

headlights; remolding the rear 1/4 panels to allow the custom exhaust to come out through the

sides of the car (resembling a Viper); recessing the rear taillights; splitting of the door skins and

sills to accommodate their plans for suicide doors; and a flush mount gas cap.  Every panel

was refitted and/or reconfigured.

It doesn’t stop there because Don’s ideas kept coming! He wanted a power trunk (with no visual

hardware and prop supports), a

custom dash (with no visual knobs

or switches running into a full length

center console) and molded door

panels.  These ideas turned into

time, and time into money.  Throughout the build, Carey would shake his head and say “all

billable hours, or just another house payment”.

Eventually the mods were finished and the body made its way to Todd Hollis Automotive

(http://www.toddhollisauto.com) in Salem, Oregon where Todd and his crew began the endless

hours it took to perfect every panel and every seam on Don and Teresa’s ride. Nothing was left

un-touched until the bottom side was as smooth as the top side. Perfection was ordered and

expected for a beautiful Willy’s that would be wearing Tutone Gold Mist paint with a darker

mocha upper half.

While the body was out, it was time to match the chassis up to a new dropout Chrysler 392

Hemi and 5 speed from a new SRT8 Challenger that had been flipped and totaled.  Along with

this modern engine came the computers and wiring.

Its chassis time! Next were custom cross members and a 4 link Ford rear end with 3.93 posi.

Up front, a Heidts all chrome IFS was used, adding polished power steering  and polished 14″

Wilwood brakes on all 4 corners.  Stainless fuel and brake lines were custom fitted (then later

removed and highly polished).

Once all was as it should be,  the frame went back to Todd’s for every weld to be ground

smooth and filled flawlessly before being painted to match the body color.
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The engine and transmission were stripped but no aftermarket parts were yet available so Don

relied on the local talent of Allan Elkins (Elkins Ironworks) to CNC many custom parts to include

castings of custom “W” emblems to be used on the seats, console, door sills and trunk.  After

fabrication, all the engine parts and accessories were sent out for chrome plating.  Meanwhile

the engine block and transmission were sent to Todd for body work and to be painted to match

the body color. 

Don sketched it out and after many hours, “Presto” ….. a fully polished billet grill was built by

Don, Carey and Allan.
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Once the chassis and components were painted, all the parts were sent back to Carey’s for

final assembly.  Don spent countless hours and many late nights tediously hanging every piece.

Brake and fuel lines, custom fuel tank, 4 link, custom exhaust, front suspension, coil overs…

every bolt and screw was chromed or polished (seemed like millions of trips to the local

hardware store’s chrome bins).
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Once the chassis was near complete, it took eight buddies and a lot of carefully used “man

made muscle” and the body was mated back on the chassis.  Next the doors, front clip, fenders

and trunk were all hung and fitted.  The headlights, tail lights (and that custom grill) were all

finally installed.  It was nice to get the custom built Billet Specialty “Cheyenne” 22″ rear and 18″

wheels finally stuffed in the freshly painted fenders.

Don jumped in and painted all the sub-frame and then cut and laid the Dynamat before wiring

would begin. Remember the wiring harness and computers from the “SRT”, that was supposed

to work right out of the box? Well, that was “chucked” for a new custom wiring harness and

computer built to run the car.  The Willy’s doesn’t have ABS or the other hundreds of sensors

the SRT8 had, so custom sensors were made to “trick” the newly programmed computer. That

computer was then mated to work with the proximity electronic push button start, electric door

poppers and power windows.  Carey worked under the direction of Shelby Johnson, a local

master at electronics who specializes in Chrysler products.  Every wire was meticulously

labeled and secured to its location.
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When you lift the hood, the engine compartment is like looking into a jewelry store showcase. 

The first thing you see is the custom painted valve covers with the chromed raised letters of

“392 Hemi” covering the coil packs, and the chrome intake manifold.  Then the custom molded

snorkel with hidden air cleaner. All the parts are either color matched, chromed or polished. 

There are no exposed wires and nothing on the firewall!  If you look deeper, you see the custom

hand fabricated polished headers attached to the 3″ polished dual exhaust.
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Don spent an entire day going over the details of the interior concept with Jim of V34 Custom

Interiors.  This is the “office” where much of Don and Teresa’s time would be spent and it

needed to be right. Jim spent hundreds of hours making patterns while Don “chalked” out some

lines to get the general ideas down.  Jim mocked up areas that would include those polished

stainless accents and CNC’d “W” emblems.  Throughout this process Don would stop in and

approve or make more changes. Back and forth it went, week after week. Once again,

perfection was ordered and expected.  Full cowhide two-tone leather was used to finish the

amazing interior which included a leather floor, molded headliner, door panels, floor mats and

dual six way power seats.   V34 made custom panels to finish off the trunk, accented again with

stainless and another larger “W” emblem.
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Hear no Evil (http://www.hifimonkeys.com) - a local high end quality stereo store) jumped in and

completed the hidden stereo which included navigation, back up camera, Bluetooth and IPod. 

The stereo is like sitting front stage at a live concert. 
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From the driver’s seat you see the chromed vintage gauges, polished “flaming river” column

installed into the custom airbrushed graphic dash, and custom wrapped leather Billet Specialty

steering wheel. The switches (push button start, Vintage air controls, power windows, door

locks) are mounted beneath a door in the body colored console.  The bronze glass was

finalized by Tony of Touch of Glass, and the windows are outlined with custom fabricated and

leather wrapped trim.

The paint was accented with airbrushed graphics by Kerry Elwood

(http://www.elwoodairbrush.com) of Salem, Oregon.  When the airbrushing was done, it was

finished off with fine pin-striping by “Big Daddy” Newsom (http://bigdaddynewsom.com).
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After all of the hard work, sweat and tears, the car was finally ready to start.  With the three

computers synchronized, a push of the red Viper start button spun the big Hemi and it instantly

fired off… sounding like a naturally aspirated SRT8!

Don took the car out for its first drive.  “I pressed the electronic gas pedal and watched the

Satellite driven speedometer, 100 mph came quicker than my Viper and rumbled much louder”,

Don said.   Carey was following him and said, “I heard it before I realized he was hammering it,

pulling away like I was standing still”!
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It started in 2011 and finished two years later in 2013, but was worth all of the work and the

wait.  What started as a dream….got ignited by fate…..and came alive with hard work and

passion had finally ended.  The end result…. as expected…..PERFECTION!

Don and Teresa’s amazing Willy’s will hit the show circuit starting in February 2014.  If you can’t

make it to one of the shows, visit their website at http://www.lulays.com/willys to see a complete

build slide show, videos, and high resolution photos.
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The Lulay’s Amazing Collection
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December 12, 2013 at 6:46 pm 33 comments George Chopek

December 12, 2013 at 7:45 pm Reply

Mopar Thunder says:

Holy s___t!!!! Can someone say RIDLER AWARD!!! This thing is insane and Hemi power to

get er down the road. WOW!!!

December 12, 2013 at 8:06 pm Reply

Gabe says:

MOPAR THUNDER…I could not say it better. What a beast!!!!

December 12, 2013 at 8:14 pm Reply

Ralph Debruno says:

The whole car is beautiful but the interior really knocked me out. Very nice job. That trunk is not

big enough for the awards that car is going to win.

December 12, 2013 at 8:31 pm Reply

Greg Cephes says:

That is THE nicest hot rod I have ever seen.

December 12, 2013 at 8:54 pm Reply

Peter Horner says:

That car is SICK! Sat Nav in a 1941 Willys. Awesome stuff.

ItalianPower says:

That is a hot rod that belongs on the lawn at Pebble Beach. Unreal work by all involved.
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December 12, 2013 at 8:59 pm Reply

December 12, 2013 at 9:09 pm Reply

Gill says:

That is the classiest color combo on a coupe ever in the history of colors on coupes. First

Class inside and out.

December 12, 2013 at 9:23 pm Reply

Hawk says:

Says it has a 5speed? Auto I Guess?

December 12, 2013 at 10:02 pm Reply

Bart Luper says:

I need a napkin after seeing this car. Wow!

December 12, 2013 at 10:45 pm Reply

Adam Nunley says:

Never a big fan of these but this one is above and beyond.

December 12, 2013 at 11:03 pm Reply

jason says:

Crrrrrraaaaaazy

Glenn says:

Problem with cars this nice is you can’t drive them. They turn out to be trailer queens. I woul

rather have a car that I could drive.
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December 12, 2013 at 11:35 pm Reply

December 12, 2013 at 11:41 pm Reply

Mike Z says:

That’s a problem I would sure like to have. Mr. Lullay….if this is a problem for you I

will take it off your hands so you don’t have to be bothered. You can count on me.

December 12, 2013 at 11:54 pm Reply

Larry Lulay says:

True for many folks… not for this guy. It will do shows, and then it will be driven. Don

drives all of his cars (and then some). He isn’t one to waste big horsepower and a

fresh set of tires.

December 12, 2013 at 11:59 pm Reply

Mike Z says:

Burn those tires up. Beautiful car!

December 12, 2013 at 11:49 pm Reply

PW Coating says:

Chip Foose just got served by some boyz from Oregon.

December 13, 2013 at 8:33 am Reply

Rommel says:

that is one crazy ride. I can’t imagine the time it took to get that fiberglass just Wright delete

right.perfect wheels and tires stance is just right. Now all you need is a big blower coming out of

the hood.

scott c says:

A hot rod you can take to a fine restraunt.
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December 13, 2013 at 9:18 am Reply

December 13, 2013 at 10:46 am Reply

kari @ synergistic says:

Hey, let’s go for a ride. We will be here waiting for our turn. We don’t know anything about cars

and we are impressed!! =D

Kari & Wendy

December 14, 2013 at 11:06 am Reply

Jake says:

I will meet you there as well and we can drag race the Willys with that Cobra.

December 13, 2013 at 11:47 am Reply

Gordo says:

Me likey allot!

December 13, 2013 at 1:25 pm Reply

Erik McDermont says:

This is better than any new car that is for sure.

December 13, 2013 at 4:17 pm Reply

Carl Casper says:

I want the rest of the collection….especially that Bently.

RatRod says:

All this ride needs is a bit of Nostalgia like some moon dish wheels, a flat head and a crank

start. Other than this it is OK. Alrigt, maybe I am jelous just a little bit. Damn you Oregon for not
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December 14, 2013 at 12:16 pm Reply

building this and shipping it to my house. Arkansas could use a little class.

December 14, 2013 at 4:36 pm Reply

Doug Watson says:

The Willys is by far the BADDEST rod on earth and this one ranks up there with the best of

them. The flames are crazy sick and the engine bay is the stuff dreams are made of. The only

thing I would have changed would have been a six speed manual or, to really bring the 21st

Century tech into the picture, paddle shifters.

December 14, 2013 at 8:42 pm Reply

Alex 1 says:

I disagree. I don’t think this Willys needs a 6 speed. What it needs is me behind the wheel. That

is what is missing.

December 14, 2013 at 9:52 pm Reply

TexasToast says:

Wrong again. All this car needs is a nice garage in the greatest state in the union…

TX!!!! Just so happens I may know of one. Damn that car is bitchin!!!!!!!!!

December 15, 2013 at 12:10 am Reply

DrivenHard156 says:

Masterful design, tasteful execution!

December 15, 2013 at 7:23 am Reply

Cano says:

I LOVE IT, can I have 1 for christmas!
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December 15, 2013 at 3:50 pm Reply

David P says:

Only if there is more than one….Santa promised it to me!

December 16, 2013 at 1:15 am Reply

Goat Man says:

Killer whip!

December 16, 2013 at 7:52 am Reply

Mike Yarek says:

Wow that’s the nices Willys I have ever seen

December 16, 2013 at 6:40 pm Reply

James Nicholas says:

Awesome!
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